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1 Give one word or term for the following 
descriptions:

Description Word/term

1.1 The variable in an experiment 
that is measured.

Dependent

1.2 Another term for voltage Potential 
difference

1.3 Flow of charge Current

1.4 The meter with which current 
is measured.

Ammeter



Description Word/term

1.5 Symbol for current I

1.6 Symbol for resistance R

1.7 Unit for potential difference Volt (V)

1.8 A substance that conducts 
electrical current.

Conductor

1.9 A poor conductor of an 
electrical current

Resistor

1.10 Unit of resistance Ohm (Ω)



2. What is required for current to flow?
• A source of energy
• Closed circuit

3 Complete the following table:

Symbol Component

3.1 Connector

3.2
Resistor



Simbyl Component

3.3 Voltmeter

3.4 Light bulb

3.5 Ammeter



4 Describe the following:
4.1 rheostat;
It is an adjustable resistor. The resistance can be 
changed.

4.2 conductor;
• Materials that can conduct an electrical current;
• Offer little resistance against the flow of charge;
• Metals like copper, silver, iron



4.3 resistance.
A resistor:
• has a high resistance against the flow of current;
• is a component in the circuit;
• is a weak conductor of electricity;
• has resistance (R);
• designed to control current accurately.

5 Answer the following questions.



5.1 How do the readings of voltmeters compare 
that have been connected over a parallel 
resistance?

It is the same.

5.2 How do the readings compare of ammeters in a 
series circuit?

It is the same.

5.3 What happens to the total resistance in the 
circuit when more resistors are connected in 
series?

Increases

5.4 What happens to the total resistance in the 
circuit when more resistors are connected in 
parallel?

Decreases

5.5 What happens to the brightness of the light 
bulbs when more cells are connected in series?

Increase/beco-
mes brighter.



5.6 What happens to the brightness of the light 
bulbs when more cells are connected in 
parallel?

It is the same..

6 Explain how the following will influence the resistance 
of the conductor:

6.1 The conductor is made longer.
The resistance of the conductor increases.

6.2 Chrome is used instead of copper.
Resistance increases.


